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Rationale – the challenges
• Why could it be a good idea with easy access to a forecast system?
• Water issue 1: flooding

Flooded urban area in Elling, Denmark (Elling
river flooding in October 2014)

Flooded urban area in Lystrup, City of Aarhus
(Lystrup river flooding in August 2012)

Rationale – the challenges
• Why could it be a good idea with easy access to a forecast system?
• Water issue 2: drought

Due to severe summer drought of 2018, about 5% of the Danish
agricultural enterprises is at risk of bankruptcy (SEGES knowledge center)

Mitigation of drought by irrigation
(water from rivers or shallow groundwater)

Rationale – the challenges
• Why could it be a good idea with easy access to a forecast system?
• Water issue 3: reservoir water storage and quality
Lake Benmore, New Zealand’s largest man-made lake
used for recreation and hydropower.

Example of bluegreen algae
(potentially toxin
producing) bloom
in Lake Stilling,
Denmark (2016)

Ensuring a safe and stable water storage, e.g. for
drinking water supply, storage for crop irrigation, flood
storage/protection in association with river corridors,
hydropower creation, nature conservation and
recreation.
Example of fish kill
due to hypoxia
followed by water
column turnover in
Lake Erie
(September, 2012),
picture by Ontario
Ministry of the
Environment

Rationale – the ”solution”

•

A readily available forecast system could help address urgent societal challenges.
•
•

Early warnings
Short term and seasonal planning (e.g. flood protection, reservoir operations, agricultural irrigation)

Rationale – current state-of-the-art
• For the past three years, several research projects have taken steps in
improving short-term and seasonal forecasts of lake and reservoir
dynamics (several EU JPI programs have supported these), however:
• The watershed is largely ignored in these projects.
• The need for watershed input is acknowledged but not delivered.

Rationale – current state-of-the-art
• The process of coupling complex watershed models with complex lake
and reservoir models is tedious and potentially error prone (but now WET
can help you).
• Some studies exist (e.g. from US) where SWAT is used to run forecasts,
but the forecast system is not easily transferred to other SWAT sites
across the globe.
• Other (non-SWAT) large scale forecasting systems for specific areas also
exist, but systems are generally not easily transferred to other sites

The main idea and concept
“Develop software components that enable a “scalable” plug-andplay forecast solution, that can integrate any existing SWAT
application in the world.”
“This could save huge amounts of time for people who already have a
SWAT set up, but who may lack the sufficient technical knowledge to
develop the software infrastructure needed to run forecast.”

The core of the forecast system
e.g. 16 days forecast-loop (back-end)
SWAT (and/or WET)

(potentially every 6. hours)

1. Download
local weather
forecast

3. Append
forecast data
on weather
input files

6. Send output
to web frontend for userinteraction

4. Run SWAT
forecast

• Read any SWAT application and its weather station information
• Download and format (open access, global) forecast data (e.g. GFS for
short-term, and CFSv2 for seasonal forecasts)
• Incorporate forecast data to SWAT weather inputs
• Execute forecast run and send key results to web front-end
• Allow user-interactions through web front-end (e.g. warning levels for
stream discharge, soil water content etc.)

5. Process
output

Web front-end
Presentation of forecasts
and user-interactions

Scan SWAT model files

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
….
….
….

2. Format
weather
forecast (and
biascorrection)

What is WET?

What is WET?

WET is an interface for setting up and applying a
coupled hydrodynamic-ecosystem model
The configuration of the conceptual ecosystem model is flexible, but by default it describes interactions between
multiple trophic levels, including piscivorous, zooplanktivorous and benthivorous fish, zooplankton, zoobenthos,
phytoplankton and rooted macrophytes. The ecosystem model also accounts for oxygen dynamics and a fully closed
nutrient cycle for nitrogen and phosphorus.

PCLake, originally by Jan Janse 1995,
Further developed by AU (Hu et al. 2016)

WET is an interface for setting up and applying a
coupled hydrodynamic-ecosystem model

wet.au.dk

WET can import and process SWAT reach output
- can potentially be integrated into SWAT(+) code
Slide from Anders Nielsen
used during WET workshop

Select to subbasins serving as
inputs to the lake or reservoir
Click ”create WET files”

Click ”yes”

Click ”ok”

Example of output from a WET simulation

Let’s get back to the forecast system
e.g. 16 days forecast-loop (back-end)
SWAT (and/or WET)

(potentially every 6. hours)

1. Download
local weather
forecast

3. Append
forecast data
on weather
input files

6. Send output
to web frontend for userinteraction

4. Run SWAT
forecast

• Read any SWAT application and its weather station information
• Download and format (open access, global) forecast data (e.g. GFS for
short-term, and CFSv2 for seasonal forecasts)
• Incorporate forecast data to SWAT weather inputs
• Execute forecast run and send key results to web front-end
• Allow user-interactions through web front-end (e.g. warning levels for
stream discharge, soil water content etc.)

5. Process
output

Web front-end
Presentation of forecasts
and user-interactions

Scan SWAT model files
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2. Format
weather
forecast (and
biascorrection)

Initial illustration

• Prototype based on the Dashahe (Kaiping) reservoir area (illustrated through website)
Nielsen et al. 2013

How could you use it
and what is the timeline?
• Initial proof-of-concept prototype development is soon complete
• To ensure a stabile, scalable (and safe) operation of forecast system, we
are currently contemplating on developing the software for a cloud
solution, where we buy hosting and runtime service from a secure, stable
supplier (such as Amazon, Google and Microsoft)
• Maintaining the forecast system, and using a cloud solution, would come
at a cost, which has to be paid somehow by the users of the system
• If there is significant interest in the system, we continue the software
development, and could likely have something that is operational in 2019

Inputs from you…
If you have any comments, ideas or requests of the
forecast system, please et us know here at the conference,
or contact us by email.

Thank you

